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One day worldly wealth will come
to an end. In the parable of the
shrewd manager (Luke 16) Jesus
teaches his followers to be shrewd with money
and to use it for something that will last forever. It
is possible to use money in such a precious way that
it stretches beyond our earthly existence into the next
life – so that it will affect the lives of others into eternity.
Now that’s exciting! One of the best ways to do this
is to invest our money in gospel ministry. It’s a no risk
investment!
When you give money to gospel ministry, you enable
the clear and loving proclamation of the gospel of
Christ at home and abroad – which does lead to people
being converted to Jesus. One day in eternity,
you’ll not just be welcomed by God, but you will
be welcomed by those people for whom your money
has helped to hear the gospel of Christ. In keeping with
Jesus’ parable, they will say, ‘thank you for helping us
come into the eternal dwellings’ (Luke 16:9).
Jesus is not saying that we are saved by giving money
and he doesn’t talk about specific amounts. Rather, we
are commended to dig deep and give sacrificially give so it hurts a bit. If we believe that Jesus has
come to seek and to save the lost and to bring in
the Kingdom of God, then all Jesus is saying is, ‘giving
sacrificially is putting your faith in me into practice.’
This, surely, is a challenge to all Christians.
On top of the finances, there are other costs to
making Christ known around the world. In this
issue, we highlight some of the lesser-known costs.

David Luckman
Ireland Team Leader

To find out more about what
God is saying in Luke 16 go to
crosslinks.org/shrewd-manager
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Feature

What does
Daisy do?

Take out Dave or Daisy and the long-term growth of Crosslinks
gospel workers and partners is, humanly speaking, jeopardised.
Without them, local churches would struggle to do likewise.
Picture the game of Jenga. The first bricks slide out with ease and
are balanced at the top. By the third go, several weak spots are
opening up. Tension builds as the centre of the tower thins. Any
growth looks precarious. Hands shake. Awkward bricks stick. Soon
the tower will come crashing down!
The Jenga tower illustrates the need for strength and stability at
the centre of an organisation like Crosslinks. Our aim is to grow –
to grow the number of people serving Christ overseas where the
gospel has had limited or no impact. But any growth will become
unstable if the centre is not secure. You can’t have height at the
expense of strength. Missionary organisations do not want to
resemble Jenga towers!

‘Who is Daisy and what does she do?’
So asked a Crosslinks member glancing at a
list of staff names from the London office.
It was a reasonable question, if a bit surprising. Why
should they know who Daisy is, any more than you should
know the name of the physio of your favourite sports team?

So, on top of money that comes in for mission partners, donations
towards our central costs are essential. Without them, it is only a
matter of time until we wobble, or worse, collapse.

When you think about Crosslinks people, it is the mission
partners who you are more likely to know by name. They are
the players on the pitch. You follow their progress. You pray
for them and give generously to their financial needs. You
might even know the names of their children!

We thank God for 98 years of Crosslinks growth, underpinned by
those who give financially to enable the Crosslinks staff in Britain
and Ireland to keep doing what they do. There are currently 23
office team members that we can’t do without. Let me introduce
a few…

But who is Daisy is and what does she do?
Along with the other Crosslinks staff, Daisy plays a small
but crucial role. Like Dave in the Belfast office, one of
her roles is co-ordinating short-term teams and their
immersion into cross-cultural life and ministry from two
weeks up to five months every year.

Beth

This means arranging placements, team
recruitment, orientation, administration, pastoral
care and debriefing. These essentials will, under
God, grow disciples of Christ who are committed
to his global mission for life.

Upstairs, Peter the accountant processes all of the overseas
payments each week and sorts out mission partners’ monthly
salaries. He is on top of pensions, tax and national insurance –
essential functions for us to serve our mission partners well.
Daisy
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Beth has responsibility for our mission personnel. In 2019 that
involved 40 pastoral meetings with mission partners together
with many visits to mission partners ‘in country’. Whether
it’s a mission partner in crisis, enquiries from those starting,
or someone returning from overseas – Beth guides the
way. That’s no small task: we have 115 mission partners and
associates.

Peter
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Next door Helen is in touch with over 300 churches throughout the
course of a year. She enables partnerships to begin, develop and come
to a satisfactory end. She does a lot of the leg-work in organising
mission partner home leave and their visits to churches. Many church
leaders or mission reps depend on Helen’s advice for flourishing and
focussed partnerships.
Part of my role is to visit churches to preach a biblical vision of
God’s mission and encourage Christians to play their
part in overseas gospel ministry. The local church is
important to Crosslinks because we believe it is God’s
mission agency for reaching the nations. For this
reason, 169 church visits were made by Crosslinks staff
and mission partners within Britain and Ireland in 2019.

Helen

It is because we exist to serve churches as they engage in
God’s mission that we have 23 members of staff. And for
this, our central costs must be secured for the future. If
neglected, we fail not only our mission partners, but
you and the part you play in God’s global work.

Get
Involved
1
2
3
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Jamie Read
Mission Partnerships Team Leader

We need you to
help keep us going:

Pray for God to provide. For 98 years God has provided all
the financial resources we need to keep going, even though
regular giving towards central costs is below expenditure. We
know this is the Lord graciously answering your prayers.
Join us as a giver. Regular giving enables us to plan ahead but
one-off and legacy gifts are appreciated enormously too. For
a large part, gifts from legacies have underpinned our central
expenses for many years.
Get to know us. Go to crosslinks.org/staff to see why each
person is so important or meet some of the Crosslinks staff as
you read through this magazine.

Short-term mission:

What’s the cost?
Isn’t short-term mission an extended holiday for people with no training and little
to contribute? Are those who go really making any sacrifices?
The Crosslinks’ South Africa Gap Year Team is currently in Johannesburg working
alongside mission partners James and Lucy Buchanan. The team of five girls are
helping with the youth and children’s work at Hope Church while studying
part-time at Johannesburg Bible College.
As she prepared to leave, team member Emily Crutchley told us what it’s going
to cost her…
Pictured above, Emily (right) and the rest of the 2020 South Africa Gap Year Team
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The cost of struggling overseas, away from the support
I’m used to, in a new environment and with people I barely
know, is something I’m becoming more apprehensive about
as the weeks disappear. Funnily enough, I haven’t magically
transformed into some sort of super-Christian before going!
The reality is that I’ll not be immune to the same things
I struggle with at home. Why put myself through these
challenges when life would be so much easier if I didn’t go?
Because, in the challenges, I’ll learn to depend on God in
new and different ways. God will use these costly lessons to
deepen my sense of my need for him – and that’s exciting!

It’s a month before I
leave and I’m incredibly
excited, but the reality of actually
getting on that plane does make
me feel a little scared! There will be
amazing experiences but it’s going to be a
challenging five months – it will not simply be ‘a wee
jolly’ as people at home in Northern Ireland say! It’s an
incredible opportunity to learn and grow, but being out
of education, a year behind my peers, away from my
family and missing my home church are very real costs.
Being away for five months is costly for my family – and I’m
thankful that they see the costs in perspective. Yes, they’ll
miss me, but if I’d taken my university place in Scotland this
year they’d still have to set the table for three rather than four.
As Christian parents, they’d undoubtedly rather feel the cost
of distance than the cost of me not following God. Making
God’s service my priority is simply the fruit of them raising me
to seek first his kingdom, even if it results in me being led to
serve somewhere long-term. They’ve set an example of how
it looks to live with a mission mindset and kingdom priorities.
An elder in our church once prayed for seats to be empty
because of people going to serve elsewhere. That radical
thought opened my eyes to what it costs local churches to
promote mission in a selfless, sacrificial way… empty rows
and empty rotas. Opportunities to serve at home have
inevitably led to me, and many other young people, serving
elsewhere. Our church has been intentional in guiding,
mentoring and encouraging us without demanding we
come home and play in the band or be youth leaders
forever! They see the costs of encouraging young people
in short-term mission as an investment in the kingdom with
long-term fruit.
8

“

There are things I’ve expected to feel more keenly which have
instead been a means of blessing. Not going to university
this year, I anticipated feeling left behind and having second
thoughts. In counting this cost, I’ve
experienced God’s provision and
sufficiency extending far beyond
my concerns and uncertainties. I’ve
experienced contentment with being
at home for longer than my friends
and the growing assurance that
this is where God wants me to be.
Being able to spend more of myself
in my home church has allowed me
the privilege of experiencing the
love and encouragement of church
family. There’s a real sense of gospel
partnership as they’ve supported me
in my preparations and will continue to
support me while I’m away.

It costs local
churches
to promote
mission in
a selfless,
sacrificial
way… it
means empty
rows and
empty rotas.

I sometimes wonder how useful we can
be. Will we be an inconvenience? Will I
be able to contribute much? There will
9

be costs for our hosts and the locals but I trust they consider
them worth counting in light of the potential fruit from young
people developing a heart and passion for mission. Hope
Church are investing in us by giving us insight into what church
and mission look like in another context and culture - pray with
us that we’ll be an encouragement as we partner in the work
God is already doing through them.

What’s it like to
be a missionary
kid?

People & Places

I expect to return with a greater sense of the Church as a
global body of believers. I’m trusting that God will use these
five months to shape me for future service. Contrary to popular
opinion, short-term mission is not an isolated experience,
Christian tourism or actually ‘short’ at all. Short-term mission
ought to cultivate a long-term missional mindset. Although
there are costs to going, this short-term experience is bringing
many blessings. Ultimately, ignoring or disobeying God’s
leading in my life would be far more costly.
Chris and Ros Howles – working at Uganda Martyrs
Seminary in Namugongo – share some of the
challenges for their three children:

Please pray for Emily and the team.
You can follow them at
crosslinks.org/south-africa-gap-year-team-2020
For more about short-term opportunities with
Crosslinks, see crosslinks.org/short-term

Meet the Crosslinks team
‘I support short-termers who come from Ireland, like Emily.
A large part of my work is going to student events and
youth groups to teach about God’s mission and encourage
more young people to take part.’
David Armstrong
Short Term Mission and Young Adults Worker
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crosslinks.org/staff

They have
little
privacy

They’re often poked, prodded, stared at, gossiped
about and hassled. They cannot be one of a crowd,
they cannot be anonymous, and they stand out clearly
in their Sunday school as three white children amongst
400 Ugandan kids and get a lot of attention. This can
sometimes frustrate them, but also we have to make
sure as they grow up that they don’t feel that the world
revolves around them.

Roads are extremely dangerous, sickness and diseases
are both more common and can be more serious, even
just walking to our local shops can be a genuinely
hazardous affair.

It’s less
safe here
for them
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They too
readily
absorb the
culture

They sometimes take on board aspects of Ugandan
culture that we don’t like so much, such as the
acceptability of litter-dropping, a disregard for some
animal welfare, and only ever eating food with their
hands. We regularly stress to them the importance of
mixing aspects of both British and Ugandan cultures.

We still call the UK home, but why should they?
Danny and Chloe have spent just eight months of
their lives there in total, and Josh left before he was
two. Are they Ugandan then? But they look and act so
differently to Ugandans! If or when we return to the UK
permanently, how will they know how to act and live?
How will they fit in there? Or anywhere?

THEY
LIVE WITH
FREQUENTLY
STRESSED
PARENTS

THEY
DON’T KNOW
THEIR OWN
CULTURAL
IDENTITY

Life for us here is much harder than it was for us in the
UK, even than when I (Chris) was a teacher in a failing
London secondary school and Ros an NHS doctor. Our
emotions are more on the edge here and it’s so easy
to take this out on each other and them. Thankfully, we
do feel this is lessening with time, as crossing cultures
becomes easier and more practised.

I know the kids would want us to say this – for them, no snow
is the biggest problem of life here! There’s also no castles,
adventure parks, woods to freely walk in, leisure centres, scouts,
football matches, ice-rinks or seaside. Given that we ourselves
grew up with all these blessings, it seems a shame that we can’t
also enable the kids to enjoy and learn from them too.

THEY SAY
GOODBYE
SO OFTEN
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NO
SNOW!

We LOVE visitors, but we all feel it when they leave. We
don’t want the kids to grow up having trouble forming
long-term attachments because they are wired to
presume it’s going to end soon.

They miss
family
contact

They go years without seeing grandparents, aunts,
uncles and cousins. It is a particular sadness that they
are growing up without regular time with extended
family.

Having said this, there are so many benefits to life as they know it: they spend hours
each day outdoors climbing trees, sword-fighting with sticks and digging in the soil.
They think it’s normal to be Christian - having so many other kids in their Sunday
school means that in that sense they are not ‘odd-ones out’. They get to see certain
beautiful Ugandan values lived out: friendliness, helpfulness, sharing and selfsacrifice. They are learning to live in an open-house, in relationship with others. And,
ultimately, they get to be where God wants them. A great piece of advice we were
given many years ago is that the best place for your kids to grow up is where God
has called you as parents. We’re absolutely convinced that this is the right place for
us to be right now, the place where God has been preparing us for for many years.
This is the right place for us to be and so that makes it the right place for them to
be.
Please do pray for Josh (10), Danny (8) and Chloe (5).
Pray that the pros mentioned above would always be
cherished by them and that the cons wouldn’t affect
them too negatively. Pray that they would be developing
godly characteristics and that they would continue as
followers of the Lord Jesus as they grow up.

Meet the Crosslinks team
‘Alongside co-ordinating short-term placements, it’s a great joy
for me to be involved in helping the children of mission partners
like Josh, Danny and Chloe. I run tailor-made orientation sessions
for them before they head overseas and catch up with them
when they’re back on home leave.’
Claudia Chan
Short-term Mission Co-ordinator
crosslinks.org/staff
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Culture Shift
Jomo Nderitu is from Nakuru, one of the biggest cities in Kenya. Life there is
busy, cosmopolitan and increasingly globalised. In January 2019, Jomo swapped
this for the remote, desert-like and largely Muslim region of Marsabit. He shares
about the challenges he faces in this new environment:
Marsabit is the largest diocese in Kenya yet the least reached with the gospel. My
wife and I work closely with the 18 trained clergy in serving the 53 churches. They’re
all sparsely scattered and - even with a properly functioning car - it would take six
hours to drive between them. Sadly, our car has been having stubborn and recurring
mechanical problems. In a year we can only visit each church once - so you can
imagine how hard it is to do good follow up!
The temperature ranges from 28°c to 35°c. In fact, it is not surprising to see people
without clothes on. The whole area is quite marginalised and almost 80% of the
population cannot meet their basic needs. Water for drinking and bathing, three
meals a day and good clothes are more of a luxury in some parts. But
how do you bring the gospel to the hungry? So often we incur
the cost of feeding people’s stomachs before feeding
their souls. We’re not planning to operate a feeding
programme or to use food as bait (otherwise we will just
produce rice-Christians - those who listen to the gospel
only to fill their stomachs) but this is a need that has to
be addressed. When preparing our budget before we
came to Marsabit, we didn’t factor this in and so we
are now stretched financially.
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People are very communal here. Joy and sorrow are
shared with the whole community. When someone
faces a problem, it is the responsibility of the
community to pull resources together to help them.
Harambees (fundraising events) are compulsory

and bring a sense of
belonging. We are
happy to be a part of
this but it has financial
implications that we
would not have faced if we
had stayed in the city. It is also
time consuming and often takes up a portion of our family time.
It breaks our hearts that in Marsabit unhealthy traditional practices still take
place – such as female genital mutilation and arranged early marriages. A few
weeks ago we received news that two 14 year olds we know got married to Muslims.
Very painful! There is also lots of drug abuse, radicalisation, extreme and violent
ideologies, and tribal conflict.
Despite this, it is a joy to take part in what the Lord is
doing here. We draw strength and encouragement in
knowing that we are ‘God’s workmanship created
in Christ Jesus for good works that God prepared
beforehand’ (Ephesians 2:10). Nothing else moves
our hearts more than opening God’s word with
young people and seeing them treasuring it,
growing in their knowledge of our Lord, being
transformed and bearing fruit for the glory of God.
Jomo and his wife, Ann

Meet the Crosslinks team
‘Before Jomo went to Marsabit, he studied at George
Whitefield College thanks to a Crosslinks bursary. My job
involves co-ordinating these bursaries and I love seeing how
each of these former students, like Jomo, are now doing hugely
important frontline gospel work.’
Ian Marden
BEST Co-ordinator
crosslinks.org/staff
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The cost
of being a
single mission
partner
Reflections on cost, contentment and
Christ from a single missionary in her 12th
year overseas.
I serve in a culture that values marriage highly, yet if a
woman believes in Christ it dramatically reduces her
marriage options. Constant ministering to struggling
singles highlights my need to keep my own contentment
in being single a top priority – so I can minister without
hypocrisy that Christ is enough.
Key to this is counting the specific costs related to single
missionary life and calling others to pray with me for a
willing heart to bear them. These include:

Transition-time
loneliness:
Though I’m grateful for good friends both overseas and
in the UK, no one truly shares ‘both my lives’. This is felt
particularly acutely each time I travel between locations.
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Not having someone
to talk to:
Working in a closed country, some topics can only be
shared with fellow missionaries. There’s a limited and
transient community of mission partners where I am and
so, when one friend’s parent was suddenly diagnosed
with cancer at the same time another friend was on
home assignment, I was suddenly left feeling very alone.

Not having a
consistent co-worker:
In my main ministry, I currently have no one I’ve been
working with more than four months. In my first five years
of serving here my ministry oversight changed at least
once a year. There’s been a lot of change to bear ‘on my
own’ and at times it has overwhelmed me.
I’ve needed to learn not to blame myself or others for
not planning better (or think the answer is in another
‘thrive overseas’ book or seminar!) - and also not to jump
too quickly to glossing over it by saying, ‘it’s a great
opportunity to just depend on God.’ I’ve found I need to
slow down, acknowledge costs, mourn losses and seek
Christ’s help to be content to bear them.
I’ve realised, as a driven ‘do-er’ by nature, I need to fight
the temptation to seek contentment from doing ministry.
It can be tempting to spend time with married friends
chiefly to see the realities of parenting overseas, to help
me appreciate that as a single mission partner I have
more time for ministry. But in doing this I am seeking
17
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personal contentment in my situation - not in our Saviour. This can
lead me to counsel single locals to be content chiefly because
marriage would likely be much harder… something I’ve had to
repent of!
I’ve found 1 Corinthians 7 increasingly helpful in
addressing this. Verses 34-35 (NIV) say, ‘[An unmarried
woman’s] aim is to be devoted to the Lord in both
body and spirit… in undivided devotion to the Lord.’
It’s a text that is often used to say singleness is
great because of the time it gives for ministry
(giving way to situational contentment again). It
struck me again recently that the language of body,
spirit, devotion highlights that singleness is actually a
better status for deep devotion to Christ himself. He
is the one who is ultimately and eternally satisfying
and so - without the ‘distraction’ of the good but
not ultimately satisfying relationship with a spouse singles are better off!
And of course that is what I need to be modelling to
those I minister to: that Christ is the one who satisfies
and singleness is a state that helps - not hinders finding satisfaction in him, our ‘living water’. It doesn’t
take away the real costs of singleness, rather these
are reminders to us that full satisfaction in Christ is
yet to come. These costs can open a door to model
the Christian hope – that Christ is a ‘spring of water
welling up to eternal life’ (John 4:14).
Please pray for single missionaries, that their lives
would model that the gospel is good news whatever
the cost - including not having a spouse - because
knowing Christ now and in eternity is where true
satisfaction is found.

18

“

Christ
is the
one who
satisfies
and
singleness
is a state
that helps
- not
hinders.

Returning from
overseas mission
A less well-known cost of being a mission partner hits when they return from
overseas service. Readjusting to their home nation can be the hardest part of it
all. They’re back in a place where they look the part but no longer understand the
cultural norms, colloquialisms or systems. Mission partner parents are bringing kids
into a country where they’ve never lived but are expected to slot right in because it’s
the nationality on their passport. For many, they return exhausted but with a limited
time period to re-boot and find a new job. Then there is the emotional struggle of
missing people, places and work that they know and love.
There’s so much that partner churches, friends and family can do to make
re-entry smoother. A selection of our recently-returned mission partners share
their experiences:

19

Kerstin Prill returned
from Namibia
in 2017 to begin
a new ministry in
Scotland with her
husband Thorsten.
‘After having spent months in
transition and saying goodbyes to
many dear friends and colleagues,
we arrived in Europe feeling
vulnerable and exhausted. What
made a huge difference were the
many who expressed their love by
offering practical help and providing
for us in unexpected ways. Someone
wanted to donate their old car to
a missionary. A couple had saved
up money so that we could buy
good quality mattresses. Other gifts
included a three-week holiday house
sitting by a beach, help with moving
boxes and driving a removal van,
furniture, free accommodation while
looking for permanent housing,
invitations to dinner and the list goes
on. Such love in action illustrated
beautifully that our Father indeed
knows what we need before we ask
him (Matthew 6:8).’
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J served in North Africa
for nine years.
‘As I went through the transition
phase of resettlement into life back
at home, I was grateful for the
encouragement of friends. The fact
that close friends from my sending
church had visited me overseas
really helped as we were able to talk
about the people and work I had
left behind. I also really appreciated
the friend who offered to look at
photographs with me.’

‘In lots of ways we felt that the Lord gave us a very
soft landing on our return to the UK. One of the
massive blessings was a warm and welcoming
church, where we had friends with children the
same ages as ours. This meant our children
quickly felt at home and were loving
going to church, and we were all being
encouraged by the gospel. Our church
family supported us as we then experienced
a fairly long period of uncertainty over work
for Andy, which was in fact a situation others were also facing.
We had the blessing of continuing to be Crosslinks mission
partners for some of that time, which relieved the pressure
to find work immediately and gave us time to settle in to life
in the UK again. However, it was hard not knowing what the
future would look like and whether or not we would be staying
in London where we were feeling increasingly settled.’

Bridget Hathaway
lived in Tanzania for
19 years until 2010.

Andy and Susie
Harker returned
from Kenya
with their three
children in 2018.

‘As the bus I was travelling on passed a supermarket,
I gazed out of the window and saw shopping trolleys
resembling mountains, the peaks covered in multipacks
of crisps. I suddenly found tears in my eyes and an acute
desire to cry - I knew the money spent on one trolley-load
could change the life of a child with disability in Tanzania.
Sometimes the mismatch between life in rural East Africa
and the materialism of a large UK city is almost physically
painful. However, the adapting could also be humorous:
as I passed someone walking the other way down the
street I greeted them, as it’s rude not to in Africa. But the
look I got was evidence of my mistake. And in church, as I
swung my arms in rhythm with my clapping, I realised that
in the UK clapping is merely an action of the hands! The
constant rush here is hard to cope with after rural life in
Africa. Do I want to completely readjust? No, I don’t. The
valuable lessons I learned from my dear friends in Africa
are too valuable to lose. I do miss my friends, my “family”.’
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Jonny and Beth Burgess
returned from The Gambia
in 2019.

Paul Hunter
served in
Tanzania with
his wife and
four children
from 1994 to
2007, and
then returned
to Tanzania in
2015 to serve
until 2018.

‘For many months after returning to the UK, we
couldn’t help constantly comparing our present
experience with experiences from The Gambia.
It meant we sounded like a scratched record...
“That’s so different from in The Gambia!
There...” We quickly realised that people would
easily tire of always hearing us say this! So we
found ourselves torn between really wanting
to express thoughts about people and things
very dear to us, but also knowing that we were
in a new place now, with new people around,
and so needed to move on. Friends who were
interested and happy to hear our reflections
were a great gift.’

‘After nine years, we’d packed, said goodbyes
and flown, but our hearts stayed behind. The
grief of losing friends, places and purpose
gnawed at us. My daughter bawled each
morning, pleading to go back to her boarding
school, unable to face the enforced, alien
strangeness of a new school, new people
and a new worldview. I was paralysed facing myriad trivial
choices I was unequipped and too indifferent to make.
How could I choose between cotton rich, polyester or wool
blend? Single, three pairs or five? We were bereft, mourning
for “home”, but oh how grateful we became to know that
“underneath are the everlasting arms (Deuteronomy 33:27).”’

For tips on how you can help returning mission partners, go
to crosslinks.org/blog/supporting-returning-mission-partners.
We’ve also put together a booklet of ideas to help you support
your mission partner at every stage of their service – email
contact@crosslinks.org to request copies for you or your church.
22

Dates for your diary
2020
21 Mar

Crosslinks Ireland Conference
Christ the hope of the nations
St John’s Parish Centre, Moira - 9.30am-3.00pm
Join us as we explore Isaiah’s big vision for mission
with our speaker Tim Chester

13 May

Crosslinks Regional Meeting Northern Ireland
Dungiven Parish Hall - 7.30pm
Speaker: Crosslinks Mission Director John McLernon

11 Jun

Crosslinks Summer Meeting Northern Ireland
Christ Church, Lisburn - 6:30pm for 7:00pm start
Guest Bible Teacher: Rev Nick Jones
Speaker: Crosslinks mission partner Helen Sheridan

23 Jun

Crosslinks London Summer Meeting
St Michael’s Chester Square, London - 5pm for 5.30pm start
Speakers: Crosslinks mission partners Chris and Ros Howles

12-15
Oct

Crosslinks Prayer Conference
The Hayes Conference Centre, Swanwick, Derbyshire
Speakers: Former Crosslinks missions partners
David Harley and Paul Hunter
There will be bible readings and opportunities to pray for
the worldwide work of Crosslinks, as well as time to enjoy
fellowship with mission partners and staff.
For more details email crosslinksapc@outlook.com,
visit www.crosslinksapc.co.uk or phone Eleanor Benson
on 0113 450 7856

For more information or to book go to crosslinks.org/events
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SUMMER
MEETING 2020
London & Lisburn

With stories and snapshots from Crosslinks mission partners and
teams, we will look at how you and your church have partnered with
us in taking God’s word to God’s world. This is a great chance to meet
other supporters, members, mission partners and staff. Whether you
are a Crosslinks member or not, you are also invited to stay for our
short Annual General Meeting and a buffer supper afterwards.

Thursday 11 June
Christ Church,
Lisburn, BT28 7JL
6:30pm for 7:00pm start

Guest bible teacher: Rev Nick Jones
Speaker: Crosslinks mission partner
Helen Sheridan

Tuesday 23 June

Join us as we celebrate what God has been
doing through Crosslinks this past year and
look ahead to another year in his service.

St Michael’s Chester Square,
London, SW1W 9EF
5pm for 5.30pm start

Speakers: Crosslinks mission partners
Chris and Ros Howles

Book your free place today at
crosslinks.org/events

